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SECTION

INTRODUCTION AND ENVIRONMENTAL SUMMA

0 anization a d Intentio

The purpose of -his report is to present and prioritize the

o environmental ssues associated with the further development

of sor energy as A source of process heat in the industrial and

.Agricultural.sectors Agricultural and industrial heating repre-

sents the specific = plicAtion of a variety of Federally-funded

sor technologies. To provides a background for this environ-

gent 1 analysis, the basic concepts and technologies of solar

process heating a_re eviewed. The potential effects of these

applibations ofsola energy on the full range of ,environmental

concerns (e.g., air and water quality, biosystems, safety,

social /institutional structures), are then discussed in 'terms of

both their relative significance and possible-solutions. Although,

the development of solar energy as a source of process heat will

contribute to some environmental problems common to construction

projects and energy-producing technialOgies (e.g., construction

noise, thermal discharge to the air and water), only those _ pacts

unique to the sokaslno -ion of the technology will be discussed in

da an environmental work plan is presented, listing,
research and development proposals and a National Environmental

Pplicy Act (NEPA)* document work plan which might help clarify

and/or alleviate specific environmental and safety problems.

B. Salient EnVironmental and Safety Issues

w

Since Many of the solar proceSs heating. concepts fed by

the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA)

are still largely in the developmental phase, the potential

For a discussion of NEPA documents, see Section IV.
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.environmental issues presented here and in section III of this

reportHAre based essentially on a review of technical subsystems

studies and extrapolation of similar situations. 'The completion

in the near future of the ERDA design experiments in this area,

,as well 4s Projects using similar solar system components to provide

_heating and cooling and/or elect "ricity, should provide the basis

for a more detailed and precise assessment of the environmental

impacts of agricultural and industrial proces heating .via sola:

energy use,-

le= Land Requirements

the industrial and agricultural .use of solar energy for

process heating can be a land intensiVe propoSition and as'auch

raises questions of displacement of alternative land uses; the

destruction or ModifiCation ofInatural habitats, and the desira-
,

bility in terms of esthetics-or-comunity land use plans of

committing a sizeable piece of land to/ solar energy collection.
-t

In 'small-scale applications of Solar/ energy, collector systemS

can be located atop existing buildings or on rural property of

marginal 'value. However,

to require as much as one

large7s_ale operations are likely .

hundred acres and may have a signifi-

cant impact on land use. In aricultural applications-this may

mean the conversion of crop o grazing land or the clearing of

land areas not yet inbuse and. possibly of little other agricultural

value. Due to the services available at central food and grain

processing site-7( .g., transportation), land of;some commercial

value may be u ed. Industrial applications may involve the dis-

placement. of 1 n in Or adjacent to new industrial parks or

plant sites. Large-sCale solar- based process heating is unlikely
,

to occur at sites which are already substantially developed. and
, .-.....,

industrialized, beCause of thehigh:cost of land acquisition at

such _ites,



in Additjon, deployment of.large-scale probess heat systems

would potentially result in the clearing of natural vegetation

and the possible paving of large tracts of undeveloped or agri-

cultural land. Unique or significant habitats may be destroyed

if various potential sites are notcarefully evaluated before con-

struction. In general, the compatibility of solar -based process

heating with local and regional land use plan will have 10 be

assessed, as well as the relative economics of foregoing com-

mercial properties or agriculturally productive land use for

the increased availability of solar7based energy. Zoning issues

may present institutional barriers in this regard, The social

costs and benefits Of constraining use of larids will have to

be weighed against the desirability of using a relatively n

polluting energy producing technology.

1/42. Glare and Misdirected Light

- Misdirected reflected solar radiation from heliostats or--

collectors can be a significant safety hazard in certain appli-

.cations of solar energy to process heating. For non-focusing

collectors- (flat plate.) evacuated tubes, or,solar ponds) the

problem is relatively minor and easily controlled. Glare can

distract vehicle drivers and/or be a nuisance to local resi-

ents or workers. These problems can be avoided through site

selection and use and, where needed, the construction of barriers.

For focusing systems a misaligned collector or set of

collectors concentrating and_focusing solar radiation can pro-.

di_we a significant hazard. This misdirected radiation can

potentially cause burns and serious glare problems with pos-

sible eye damaae and glare.prOblerrytplant personnel may 1,--oe

required to wear protective googles. This proble could be

complicated the proxi -mity of the 'plant to_ local

tions. -Pro sions for an "at-rest" or "face down" position

for the collectors may alleviate-some potential danqc_-_rs re-



suiting from misdire4ed solar radiation. Finally, both

terrestrial and overhead "exclusion areas" and protective

barriers could prevent potential receptors from being subjected

to.ttie hazards of this phenomenon.

Product Contamination

Solar heating systems utilize.a variety of chemical materials.

for energy storage and transfer including eutectic salts, petroleum

oils, and working fldid additives (e;g., ethylene glycol, chromates)

which can potentially damage products or contaminate, food materials

treated with solar-based heat.. In addition, the physical and chemi-

cal conditions within the solar syStem will be conducive to the
2

growth,of bacteria and fungi which might damage the commodity being,

heated.

Contamination of .products can have adverse economic impacts on

the producer and consumer. In the case of food good's, the consumer

may be exposed tb health hazards. The possibility of c mmc_ity

contamination can be reduced in a number of ways including the

continuous monitoring of products and heat streams for contami-

nation, the use of indirect heating methods which isolate the c m-

modities from potential contaminants, ;and the selective use of

storage and work, -fluis which prevent contain ation.

4. Handlinc and Dispbsal of _em Wastes

Various working, heat transfer, and storage fluids, such as

hydrocarbon oils and salt solutions, will be used in certain

orrice heat systems. The accidental or emergency release

of these subsLances- into the local environment could result in

serious pollution and safety hazards. FroM the

safct ! -1r°' hint, ropresents one of the greatest hazards.



0
me of Ile .sUbstances 'contained in these fluids'are highly

ammable, especially when exposed to he atmosphere. Many

of the liqu working- =fluids used in solar heating systems

degrade or 'deteriorate with use: For this reason, these

fluids have to be periodically flushed and -replaced. The

release o these materials into local water bodies could

haVe potentially ha _ful effects on aquatic life,

-Proper system control and maintenance shOUld control

fluid -eakages. sefettion of the least flammable and toxic

wotk g fluids can alleviate both potential fire and pollution
/

problems. Finally, adequate chemical/fluid management can

Control poSsible impacts of both accidental and intenti pal

fluid release. For certain materials it will" be necessry

to retain the more potent fluids in receptacles ebr subsequent

disposal by other methods-such as reprocessing or- reclamation,

chemical treatment,.or incinetAion. Many of the potential in-

dustrial.and agricultural solat energ, users will have,onsite

equipment and/or experience in handling/and treating chemical

wastes.



SECTION II

AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROCESS HEATING

Solar Energy Asplications

1. Background

Forty percent,pf total national energy consumption is

related to the industrial sector. As shown in Table 11- 1, ,28

percent of this is attributed to manufacturing and the remaining

115 percent to agriculture, mining, Ind service industfies-

Theprimary enerigy'sOukp used by industry ig-natural gas

followed by electricity and then oil. In 19/2, coal provided

only 15 percent of tie total energy purchased .by industry. The

combined supply of oil and gas accounted for over half of the

total demand.h /*

Of the energy purchased by industry, about 75 percent

goes towards generating process steam or into direct process

heating. In addition, a Significant portion of the 5,percent

attributed to electricity use coild be functiona4ly replaced

by steam-powered turbine arive.2/

Historically, solar heating h4s been employed in H.S.

industry. Primarily in passive applications, it hasibien used

directly to dry food products and raw materials and to evap-,,

orate iquids. It also is applied In=greenhouses to increase

aaricl tural production.

The emphasis of the ongoing ERDA solar research program is

to increase the role of solar energy in U.S., industry by develop

inq solar energy sy4tems which provide the quality of service

needed for ;current industrial methods.

* References are llsted in the ference Section at the ,Ka of
the report:
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ciA TABLE IM
DISTRIBUTION OF ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY SECTOR-1U1

PURCHASED FUELS

__:-
PURCHASECYFUELS
PLUS ELECTRICITY/

ousehold/Commercial
'importation
duetrial
Manufacturing
Non-Manufacturing
ectrical Generation

DTAL"

1012 Btu PERCENTAGE
14,281 20.7
16,971 24.6
20,294 29.4

(14,329 (20.8)
(5,965 (8.6)
17,443 25.3

lir 68,989

1012 Btu

17,441
16,989
22,623

(16,085k
(6

PERCENTAGE

30.6
29.8
39.7

(27.9)
(11.7)

100.0 _.0

/ Purchased electricity valued at its thermal equivalence of 3412 Btu/kWh.

mime: Energy Conservation in the Manufacturin Sector - 19541990, Energy-and
ivironmental Analysis Inc., prepared for the Council on Environmental Quality_,

avember, 1974.1/



2. ,Industrial Ener'y Requirements.

4 ,

Industrial use-of energy*ifor direct or indirect process

heat-occuzA in a diversity of applications. Required teppera-

tures range frpm close to ambient forJow-pr*Asure distillations

t6 above 30000_F (13647
oC) forreftactory kilns. The energy soerce

selected-for a given industrial use must satisfy both the specIfic

temperature requirement and specific performance crit ria. For

some processes direct heating must be clean and free f pollu-

tants .(e.g., processes for heating teAtiles,4 berry goods, and,-

Certain metals). Often precise temperature control (variability

and accuracy) is required. For most heting processe dependability-

j,s. an important{ factor, particularly in continuous pr_oessing.

Another factor affecting the selection of an industrial energy

source is the problem of treating residuals to meet environmental

standar:s. This consideration imposes restrictions on the choice

of fuels not only from the varying requirements of different

industrial processes, but also from the variable environmental

cdnditions for each geographical location. In short the ideal

industrial energy source is not only econorlical, but is alSo

dependable, lean, and easy to control.

In light' of these factop%,.kth: are certain characteristics

of solar energy.. which industrial masers should find,desirab,e.'

The primary attribute of solar energy'is its cleanliness, .both

in conveying heat to the working material and tha lack of

residuals released to the environment. Solar, energy should also

be relatively easy o control if transformed to process steam

or hot gaseous streams. The primary noneconomic drawback of

solar energy use the undependability of insolation. For

many industrial heating applications, rapid response'backuR

heating capability will be A necessary part of the o ar sys

Solar Fne= v Applications

a heat 5 t-70 be US-(

is best suite(

stry, solar radiation

req ring ;low tqmperture heat

7-m
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plied 41n a dispersed and perhaps intermittent fashion in

remote or rural locations.-

Industry an agriculture utilize a signifigaAt almoun'

of low temr3erature seat. InterTechnology Corporation, under

contract with RDA, has estimated, that, inclyding the pre-
,-

heating of materials Toing Ito higher temperatures, aboIA 25

percent of all industrial process heat iA supplied below 2120F

(100°C) and 40 percent below 350°R*'' 7-6C). ,< Frequently, tlils

lo temperature ifeat-i5 inefficiently provided by combustion of

fuels-capable of providing higher,teinperature heat.
1

Solar energy can be used to meet these energy needs through
y

the generation of hot- water, steam, and'hot gases for use in
--

the pracessing operation.

Solar-energy will be o particular use in cases where

intermittent sup y isacceptable. At major facilities using

coninuous proc ssing, a regular and dependable energy supply

a hecessitytand storage and/or backup supply is needed with

any-solaV4system. HoW'ever, when intermittency is acceptable,

as dr-I-drying or the evaporation of liquids, the economics of

solar technologie-s=will boskgratly improved.
4-

Rural or remote industrial.-and agricultlfral operations

are well-suited to soar energy use.
4
transmission'costs associated with- a

energy sources ae eliminated th

tion is more. likel- to be availle.

For these operations,

11 other conventional

e land needed for:collec-

As ith other solar

thermal (ieltoproducing) technologies locations with

o insol4tion such as the south and we'st are going ta

favorable.

high levels

be most

industries which; appear to have significant potential tor
.

usinp solarViermal energy, include mirr,ing 71rying of various

minerals) , food (using largo guantitie o hot water) , tobacco

(dr' (Ihq AnL dQhydratin:j toliacco yith loW-ueade s.tuam), tON-



a

Eile$ (hot air and. ho: water), [urn Turn -(warm air), Produetidn
,c,

of

ic

h emiCals e,.ample, nthetic,r.ubber,seap, roces -

sing pltcs, toile oods, orgnic dyes,gI.apber's salt),
,

1

petroleum recining (preheating crule, oil priori,ta disCiqlation),

a.sphal t 'paving mixtures (hot ni r For- drying) , :leather tanning ,

ready-mix concre LO , curing concre [a 'blocks , .4,Fit'e1 ' i'ndus try

J

1-'1:L

4pickling wi-Wg' warm a scAutions, phOsphate.treatment), mo.tor

-vehicb;es (1-*L. gir- For king ovens) , andCabriCated

(decireasing, bal-f7ing, _van..izind). This list' shows le' w icie
k.. --,Y

range of ,-,ntOntial aPbricallions of solar thermal energy in Ilas-T1.-

met!als-

N. Components

.1-lo basic conceprs behind indlisLrial and agricultural

afliar si/stcms aro conversiOn of Solar energy into thermal

Lhe application of this thermal energy either

airectly or indiriictly to. the heating of products or commodities.

a solar 'lector is used to Collect Incident solar

rad)ntion and convert f to fnermal energy is then used

I'lL J-1 ii ffluld. The heated nuid iseransported to.

the point wherci it can be applied 'to process heating Arough

cliree_it °Orli:art:or the uF;e of heat exchangers. The heated

WI C-ILL :quid ean also be usd ,ff6 charge a thermal energy

OF 1 0111 w1-1H:h thdri.be t.i.pped during periods when no

is :lvdi.ldiAd. il-1 dia(jrams and ex.plains

t

vdry qreatlyi Mon'

p,)dddLd dnJ dd:),tims.cy inturhanddhLd dnd ddn 1)(.! d -(1

ti



SOLAR
RADIATION

FIGURE II-1

SOLAR HEATING: PROCESS DIAGRAM

AUXILIARY
HEAT SOURCE

PROCESSING SYSTEM

The system operates as follows. Solar radiation is absorbed by a collector and removed by a heat transfer (transport)

medium to storage, Heat is removed from storage and distributed to the process by a heat transfer medium Imay or

may not be same medium flowing_ through the collector), Circulation throughout the system is by pumps, blowers, or

other heat tlansfer medium moving devices. An auxiliary energy system is available both to supplement the output

supplied by the solar system and to provide for the total energy demand should the solar system become inoperable.

Manual or automatic controls maintain and monitor system operation.



criptiOn of the alternative collection systems, heat transfer

media and orage systems applicable to process heZting

Solar Collectors

A wide range of collectrs can be used to capture solar

radiation and convert it to thermal dner_g- The choice of

collector is a function of the' temperature desired and the cost

of the components. The common collectors listed in order of

temperature 'achieved (lowest to highest) are: (1) shallow

ponds and translucent structures, (2) flat plate collectors,

(3) tubularvglass collectors, .(4) focusing distributed collectors

and,.as a fdture option, (5) the central receiver

is ibed briefly below.

stem_ Each

-hallow-Ponds and Translucent Structures

Shallow ponds and translucent structures are low cost systems

capable of generating working fluid temperatures generally below

150°P.(65°C).

A shallow solar pond is a special type of horizontal, flat

collector in -which cqsts are minimized by building large-area

modules and using polymeric materials to replace the metal

and glass used in conventional Flat plate collectors. The

"absorber plate" : of a shallow pond is a layer of water, typical-

ly 2 to 4 inches (5 to 10 cm) deep and either flowing or static,

contained in a plastic bag with a black bottom and clear top. The

top glazing is a semi-rigid sheet of corrugated clear plastic

arched aver the water bag. A slab of heat insulating material

under the water bag Leduces-heat.losses into the ground and pro-

tects the bag f--1- posSiblc rodent and insect Oamage.

Transparent or translucent structures (greenhouses) take

advantage of combining direct and indirect solar heating. :The

structure, made of glass, fiberglass, or plastic, captures solar

12-



energy nc1 passively heats, warms, and/or dries the commodity

inSide. Heat which cannot be used iMmediatel is transferred

to a- s_orage s- stem normally through the circulation of the

air in the room.

b. Fiat Plato Collectors

IFiat plate collectors are by far the most common type of

collctor r use today as they are used in space heating ap-

proaches. These units are currently being manufactured by

companies ranging from small businesses to large corporations.

The materials used and exact configurations var-7 greatly.

'Generally, a flat plate, collector consists of a metallic

absorption plate (usually steel, copper, or aluminum) with in-

tegral or attached tlormally bonded tubing. This plate is

-backed by an insulation material to prevent heat loss through

the back of the coltqctor. The absorption -plat6 and insula--

tion are usually placed in a metal container which is then

covered with ono or two sheets of translucent material, such

. as glass or- plastic, and hermetically sealed.

The collectors are mounted on the ground or on southward

faCing rooftops (in the Northern Hemisphere ) and tilted at an

angle. usually within 10 degrees of the latitude at whiah-they

are located. Incident solar radiation, both direct and diffuse,

enters the collector through the transparent cover sheets and

strikosthe absorption plate. 'The lattet is usually treated,

with 'either a black paint' or a type nE selec z ire .3urface in

order f shortwave solar radiation.

'In addition, seictive surraces will s.iciricantly reduc .

the absorption ptit's emittance or longwave thermal radiation,

Fiic; nab] inc t-ho plat ° to retain more heat and reac-h higher

temperatures.



The coillector cover sheets, or glazing, serve two pur-.\

poses. First, they creat a dead air space between the ab-

sorption plate, signI icdntly rducing losses thrOugh.con-

vection. Secondly the ansparent cover allows shorter wave-

length sunlight to pa :7:4P; th-ough and strike the absorptio

surface, yet at the sam time'_ it blocks longwave raCiati n

emitted by the absor ssinq back through the _over

to the external envirommInt. The maximum temperature achievable

with a flat plate collector is around 200°F (9:

Tubular Glass Collectors

Glass solar collectors are usually of tubll configura-

Lion and eny an evacuated insulation chamber to reduce heat

die to con,w,ection and conduction. They are generally

able to achieve higher efficiencies than flat plate collectors

and are especially useFul for higher temperature [200(---)F (93YC

applications. The tubular configuration employs the same basic

production technology used in tubular fluorescent light bulbs

and a i-umber of Ffrms are presently developing these unit

'A typical glass coll/ector consists of two coaxial tubes
-0

between which DS formed A permanent vacuum to reduce conduction

and convection heat losses. 'A selective coating is applied to

;tne outer surface of the inner tube in order to reduce radia-

losses. The working fluid enters and leaves the inner.

tube through the same end, using-a reverse flow paelraided by

a feeder tube which is coaxial to the other two tube's. The,;;\

Fluid may bo routed through a series of these tubes via a rrtrn

ifold device, thus forming a complete-collector array

These units can use either liquid or air as a working fluid
and can operate at temperatures of uP to F (149°C) - Tube

spacing and orientation, as well as level of evacuation, tube
and wall thickneq,q, and maLerialsi are important:. p6i-fo,rmanco



determinants. Tn addition, a diffuse reflecting surface used as

a backplate can h- added to increase the solar radiation inter-
5

cepted by the absorber tubing.

In addition, the tubular. glass collectnr, because of it
A

basic confi'q4iraton, Lends to maintain a more stable efficiency

throughout the dayjakhan a standard flat plate design. This

is because the tubular configuration can intercept almost as

much incoming solar radiation in the morning and afternoon

hours as it can dnring the mid-day period.

Tubular glass cnile ,-Inrs are also attractive because they

can use the already Fxt_ting technoloe4y associated with fluo-

rescent lighting. Thu_, economies of mass production may be

realized quite ear making tubular glass collectors compet-

itive in the solar collector market.

d. Foru,s'inq Collectors

ning or concentrating solar collectors f(%cus solar

radiation on a focal point or focal axis which represents a

comparatively small area relative to the reflecting Surface.

This concentration of radiation on a small area enables sig-

nificantly higher temperatures to be generated than with a

non-focusing system.

Focusing collect6rs_cre best Tufted to areas with mostly

clear skies and minimal air pollution, because focusing units

can only make use of direct, not diffuse, solar radiatiorii- (a

flat, plate unit can absorb both).

Focusing urji ts typically_ employ one of two basic config-

urations: the Cylindrical paraboli trough and the circular

dish. The cylindrical unit employs a parabolic-shaped reflecting

surface (usually a polished metal such as aluminum) which fo-

cuses direct solar radiation onto a linear absorber pipe (lo-

-15-



(ite n focult of thes'fliraboin) containing the liquid-Working

fluid. The absorber pipe S may he interconnected to form a

linear array _Jot trough collectors.

The circular collector focuses direct radiation on an

absorber which is located at the focal point of the parabolic

dish. The absorbers of a series of dish collectors may he

interconnected with'insulated oi-p-ing through which the working

fluid is pumped.

An offshoot (Of the 'linear focusing confiduration is the

sc-gmentd mirror concept. This involves. re-lacing the unitary

parabolic trough re_ .ective surface with i series of smaller,

more easily movable mirrors (which may be concave or flat).

The angles of these mirrors are adjusted in a coordinated manner

to Focus solar radiation on a stationary absorber pipe.

There are other conCentrating collector configurations,

some of which need not track the sun. One example is worth

mentioning because it is a concentrator which employs a basic

flat pla.te design, making,, it easily adaptable to rooftop

systems. The Compound Parabolic Cor,tentrator (CPC)

developed by Argonne Laboratories "is a non-tracking solar

collector consisting of two sections of a parabola 'located

symmetrically about he collector midpiane."6/

Incident solar radiation reflects off the parabola walls

and is concenti,_ed on the portion of the flat absorber plate

located in the Center of the trough. A series of these troughs

are arranged in a parallel mann(pr i a gl&zed panel which roe

sembles flat plate collector.

A number of Eocusing-coliector designs have incel.xpor-

ated Fresnel lenses t focus incoming solar radiation. The

basic desidn of a Fresncl lens is a net of trtinspprent plastic

(or otuer apropriatd material) with a series of circular grooves

th-



cut into it. The grooves serve to refract the light passing

through at a slight angle, focusing it on a given target.

A Frosnol lens focusing collector must be adjusted periodically,

however, to account: for latitudinal effocts;

e. Central Receiver

The central receiver system focuses a-large amount of incoming

radiation on a single elevated receiver. This system reprownts

a,long-term Future option For industricl proces appl'ications

anti would be Used to generate very ,b,igh temperature [upwards of

10002F- (537°C)] heat. An 'in-depth discussion of the central

receiver system can be found in other reports prepared by Energy

and Environmental Analysis entitled Solar Thermal Electric and

Solar Total Energy_Systems.

3. Heat Transfer Components

A variety of gaseous and liquid materials are used to transfer

thermal energy From the collector to sto/Lage, the collector to

the processing n.it, and from the storage system to the proces-

sing tanit-.= --Choice 'of the heat transfer medium depends on the

type of collector, the tPriTerat-ure, the mode of heat transfer

(direct_ or indirect), and cost.

Low t(irm- erature systems typically utilize air or a water-

based solution For heat transport and transfer. The heat.ed

Fluid is pumped to the distribution subsystem and/or the

o tor _age subsystem, where it is used immediately or stored

For later- uso, 'Liquid systems require tubing and pumping -

;

power. Air S'itOMP,, on the erher hand, riuire larger duct-

work ann. blowers, but in most cases they may be used directly

For hliting without a -t-eat exchange preess. Air also .isas

the beneflt of not i)ing subject to freezing.



f[quid stems must he protected against freezing. During

extended cloudy periods with below freezing temperatures,

liquid working uids may freeze, thus csing extensive damage

to the solar system. , To guard against-thiS, liquid fluids

mayelther be drained from the collector-into the insulated

storage tank, or, more commonly, they may be treated with

anti-freeze solutions such as ethylene glycol.

In addition, liquid working fluids may corrode metallic
...-absorption plates' and tubing, as Well as be subject to

Fouling. ;Consequently, most liquid fluids are treated with

uorro ion inhibitors such as sodium nitrate and various chro-

mate s4 and biocides such as chlorine. Addi-ives to control

the pH loyal, such as sulfuric ricid, may alo be included.
A 4

The working Fluids currently under consideration for use

in hi(4*h femperature systems include high molecular weight oils

such as TIonsanto's Therminol 66, HITEC (a eutectic (i7ofination

of potassium nitrate, sodium nitrite, ,lanr1 sodium ni,trate), high-

pressure water, and high ferimerature s'teaitt.

4. tor age/ System

The ruaction Ot Lae thermal stuiage subsystemis to s..-tore
A

thermal energy generated by the call concentrator system

in excess of that required for norMal pat operation and

when direct solar radio-to supply this stored"energy at times

Lion is not available (i.e., because of cloud cover or darkness
A

)
AL pr:2,(mt, eml

4

storage technology employs the sensi-

ble heat transfer and/or Late t heat of ,fusioTj propeties,of

various' storage mmedia," The'Llatter method involves a phas-

change: and makes use of the relatively narrow freeze-thaw tem-

Perufure ranges of set ected materials- such as eutectic salts

[for example, molten sodium hydroxide Na011) and potassium

I 8=



hydroxide (KOH)]. Sensible heat storage does not involve a

phase chAge but makes use of the high specific heat prOper- ,

ties of such materials as rock, hydrocarbon oils, and water.

These storage media are held in storage tanks. In the

charge mode, solar heated working fluid gerilerated-bythe

collection syseQ2_,And in excess of the amount needed is

verted to the storage system and enters the storage tank.

The working fluid ,then transfers heat to the oil, rock, or

water and/or causes eutectic salt 'solutions to melt, thereby
C

extracting itnd noldinghoat. When stored heat is required,'

the rocess is reversed with the oil or rock transferring

heat back to the working fluid and the salts freezing, thus'

relikbasing heat to the feedwater to produce the requisite oper)-

ating teMperatures.

ProceA heating solar systems coin use a range o_ storage

media, depending on the temperature desired and transfer medi4mh-

used.

C. -Specific:_: Applications
\ )

1. Industrial

Industrial manAfadthr'ng tions Af solar energy-are

quite varied. For integra_ed manufacturing facilities no two

locations have identical energy demands and associated economic

considerations. Table 11-2 shows a list of factors influencinc,

the exact c_hnice 0 an .encry supply system o which the solar

heating system is Likelyto be lust one element. Below is a

description of :,:emplarfy applications of solar energy to in-

dustrial manufacturing.



TABLE 11-2
FACTORS INFLUENCING ENERGY SYTENICE

1. A ilif,-i/- to meet design and operating specifications.
2. C pital cost.
3. perating costs.
4. Fue posts and availability.

/I 5. Dependability.
6. Simplicity of operation.
7. Availability of eqpipment.
8. General industry experience with equipment in the particular application.
9. Purchaser's experience with equipment.

il:). Adequacy and accuracy of performance data.
1 Experience with vendor.
12. Limiting vendors to reduce spare part inventory.
13. Potential secondary benefitsnoise/level, iwproved prpduct qualities,

environmental impact, safety.
14. Degree of c mpany energy consciousness.



Hot Water Projects

As a part of the ERDA pr-: ram ei industrial' solar

hating, the agency funded five research and designj ects

in hot water generation which are representative of,-t,14.-a=vari-

e0,-...clf potential solar applications. The five hot

are

Can Washing -

being designed by Ad eNR Corporation to supply heated

water. to be used p.o wash empty and full soup cans on

one of 20 parallel can washing lines at a Campbell

Soup plant in Sacramento, California. The collector

field is made up of a mix of flat ,plate and

trough shaped parabolic co _.entratinq collectors p__

during water at 190°F (88°C);

proje# ct a solar system is

users

Curing of Concrete -- In this project hot water from

a solar system will be used to cure concrete blocks.

The collector system consists of a fixed collector

bar mounted over a bank of movable blade reflectors

which foci adiation on the collector bar. It is

degttmed to give a 24 to 1 concentration effect, oper-

ate at 50 percent efficiency, and produce water at
o_

over 140 F (60
o
C):

Textile In this projeet a mixture of

water and ethylene glycol will be heated to 2:50°F

The

worng fluid heat will be transferred to a secondar

water stream supplying a dye tank;

using a high performance collector

Launc -,-11In this project both hot __r and steam

are to be.generated with a solar system For use an

linen cleaning The collectors 1151P mirrer;t:oncentra-

tors with individual tracking drive aimed at a 51ta-

tionary receiver tube Thg hot water component is pro-

posed to generate 200F (93°C) water with over 60

percent efficiency: and

-214=



Uranium Mill -- In a demonsCation project now under

way in New Mexico, a sballow solar pond built in 'flk

ground.has.been covered and used for hot water gener-
ation. Wate,r heated to 114'F (46?C) i produced and
'Jawed to a nearby uranium mill..

Hot Air, Fr jects

The-ERDA has recently. funded six design projects in the

use of solar-based hot air to meet industrial proeeSsing:needs
,

in the drying and /or dehydration'of a range of
comModities,. The projects inelude:

Lumber Drying -- In this project solar-generated hot

air will be used to dry hardwood lumber in a conventional

lumber kiln. A flat plate collector will be used to

produce drying air at 110°F to 180°F (48°C to 82°C)-

Food Drying in this project a set of flat plate

collectors will be tested ivarious modes (direct

use, storage to drier, and with an auxiliary'booster)

to day a variety of food goods;

Soybean Drying - -.A conventional grain dryer in Decatur,

Alabama, will be used to dry seybeans using drying air

principally from a solar collector and storage system.

A 14,800 square foot (1,375 square meter) collector

mounted at an angle net to the concrete drying silo

can dry up to 3,600 bushels f127 cubic meters) per day,

Onion Dehydration -- This project will demonstrate the

use of solar hot air on a continuous conveyor dehydrator

which processes over 6,000 pounds (2,724 kg) per hour

oE onions using variable temperaturps in a 4-stage drying

sequence:



0

et) Textiles -- A solarif concentratinq half-was parabolic

collector will be used to produCe steam-which will

heat a cylindrical dryer. This will then support the

open air drying of textiles at an Alabama pla-vand
t

Dehydration otiAlfalfa -- Solar-based hot air will be
t-

. j
used to prehea't combustion air for a gas-fired rotary, -7...

dehydrator. Oat produces 3 tons (2(724 kg) of dried

alfalfa er, hour

C. tearii roj,ects

The ERDAis the process of developing a third set of

experiments aimed at the use of Solar-produced steam. It is

anticipated that the low-pressure steam generation will find its

gieatest applicatic at facilities which require exclusively

low value heat sources. Food processing is a particularlyc,

promising area as cooked foods and dried foods or grocery products

are well-Matched to solar energy systeni capabilities.

'd. A ,_,ase Example of Integrated Solar Heating and

Conservation -- Aggregate Drying in the Asphalt-
,

Mixing Process

With careful design solar heating can become an integral

part_ of a process rathk',_rf.- than an add-on heat source. This

example will identify specific points in a somewhat typical in-

dustrial process (that of aggregatY drying) where solar energy

can be applied beneficially and thus result in energy savings.

In the existing mixing-aggregate drying TceTs (Figure II-2)

the major energy consumer is the rotary kiln, in which water is

removed 4,om the wet aggregate. This process (fora 7-ton

mixer) requires a total-heat input of 120 million Btu/hr at a

peak production rate of 500 tons (453 metric tons) per hour.

The pr-ocess generally makes use of low temperature heat and

therefore is compatible with solar energy systems. In addition,

certain energy conserva Lion measures, such as using flue-gas

(normally waste heat) to heat Lho dust, can bo applied to the

process.; Figure I1-3 illustrates the drying process with the



FIGURE 11-2
PRESENT CONFIGURATION OF ASPHALT PLANT
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FIGURE JIB
ENERGY-CONSERVING pESIGN WITH SOLAR HEAT
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incp -oration of energy conservation measures and flat plate
_O

solar collectors operating at,approximately 212
o
F (100 C) to

vaporize water_ The drying prOcess has been isolated so drying

ccurs at 2129F (loec). The dried aggregate is then preheated

to the 3509F (1769C)reguired for the .asphalt mixing process.
.

i
.

Water vapor from thodrier s condensed-on-the incoming wet

aggregate, The condensate is drained-from, the already saturated.

aggregate, thereby preheating the aggregatei some is sent to the

heat exchanger for preheating the incoming combustion air. Inter

Technology Corporation estimates that.the combination of iolar

energy use and energy conserve on measures can result in a heat

input savings of 58 million Bt- /hr in this particular aggregate

drying process.

2. Agricultural Applications

Applications of solar energy to agricultUral activities

include the heating of greenhouses and animal shelters and

the drying and curing of grain, forage, and various crops,.

In many of the solar applications in agriculture, direct

use of solar energy already plays an important role. Never-

theless, a significant amount of fossil fuel presently goes

into the low temperature heating and drying operations just

-because of the convenience, historical economics, and dependa-

bility of fuel-fired operations. Work in the agricultural

area is therefore focused on optimizing the effectiveness of

passive solar heating applications and the increased use of

solar heat through more elaborate collection/storage control

solar systems.

The use of solar energy in the agricultural sector is

particularly desirable as el,- drying and heating requirements

best suited to solar use it aow being met with liquid petro-

leum (LP) gas and to some extent natural gas which are both at

a premium. LP gas is used on farms for number of purposes,



including fuel for motors, for drying crops, and for brooding

poultry and livestock. In 1971, 46 percent was used for non

motor purposes.16/ Decreasing demand for LP gas_for:motor use

has been offset by increasing use for non-motor, :putposes,-suph

as :crop dryVng, tobacco cuing, and space heating obroiler,-

lines and young livestock housing. The same areas are now being

kplored for increased solar energy use.

a. GreenhOu e

A conventional.greenhouse, by its nature, is a direct

application of solar, -er4y. However, the effectiveness tf

a greenhouse can be increased by redesign and the use of spe-

cific absorption surfaces,-thermal storage, and flat plate

collectors. Redesign of the greenhouse in these ways can

reduce the need fbr nighttime fuel -fired heating. The green-

iouse can also be coupled with a residence allowing Integra-

Lion of the energy system for both=} facilities ad'n providing

-Cost reduction opportunities. In addition to, heating, solar-

-based absorption cooling is"being evaluated, py several ERDA-

funded investigators for its applicability to greenhous6s or

combined greenhouse rural residences. Thdcomponents_bf.

greenhouse solar systems include.a variety of devices (in-

sulators, absorbing surfaces, heat storage, and flat plate

collectors, and, for cooling, a variety of small-scale concen-

.trating devices).

b. Animal Shelters

Housing and cooling of animal shelters is generally

analogous- to home heating and cooling applications with, in

some cases, greater tolerance for high or low temperature ex-

cursions. SysteMs currently being designed or demonstrated.
.-

include shelters for dairy cow.s, .chickens and swine. Most

-27--



designs incorporate flat.plate collection, storage, and

integrated use of solar energy in waste. treatment. Poultry

shelter application g by W. B. Brown of Mississippi State

University and- B. Horsfield of the University of California

incorporate manure drying (for use as feed or fertilizer with-

space 'heating. 11/

Drying and Curing
I.

_Phi third major application of solar energy in agriculture

is in the drying and curing of .grAins and crops. Work is

now underway to improve the application of solar energy to

crop drying and curing. Fossil fUel.use in this area, par-

ticularlY:corn drying, has increased rapidly because, farmers

have switched from harvesting torn. on the cob to the more

economical-field-shelling method and are harvesting earlier

to reduce the uncertainty of losses from field dried- graip.

Also, shelled corn is more easily handled than ear corn and

the greatly reduced volume harvested saves labor and fuel.

The conversion -field-shelling technology -- combines

and picker-shellers AS been rapid.' From 1960 to 1972

'field shelling in the Corn Belt increased from 15 to 77 per-

cent of Corn acreage. The- 'shift has occurred in other areas,

too -- 62 person of U.S.

grain in 1969. 1.fri

corn acreage was harvested as shelled

Artificia drying has increased accordingly. About

half of the con was dried on the farm in 1973 and nearly all

of thiS required LP gas. About ZO percent of the corn was

dried off the farm; about half of this required LP gas and

the remainder required 'costly natural gas.
10/

4tiair

The solar techniques now` under development are keyed to

drying corn and grain crops after harvesting.



In addition-to the large use of gas for drying corn,

moderate amounts of LP gas are used'in drying. wheat, soybeans,

rice, grain sorghum, and other small grains, and,for drying'

peanuts "during=a.two or three-Week harvest period. LP gas

is used extensively in curing tobacco. In 1973, tobacco used

approximately 390 gallons-(1,478 liters of refined petroleum fuel

per acre of crop, much of which went into the curing of the tobac-

co.

Recently a team of researchers a _North Carolina State

University demonitrated a solar energy syStem_for bulk curing which

reduced the fuel demand by 37 percent. compared to a conventional

sulk curing barn. The system includes heat abSorption panels,

air oirodlation and heat storage in gravel. Solar heat is used

'directly-inthe barn and for., preheating furnace air. Figure 11-4

shows the basic system layOut.
11/

d. Integrated Agricultural Systems

Since solar heating slistemsen'perform a variety of

functions around a farm, it is expected,that commercial use

of solar heating systemp will involve integration of several

use suchbas space heating for the house and the livestock

areas, water heating,grain,and forage drying, and greenhouse

heating. In this way the total demand fa- g and

liquLd petroleum gas in rural areas can b 4 3tly reduced, and

the system's cost spr : d over several funcLons.
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=SECTION

a

ENVIRONMENTAL. AND SAFETY IMPACTS.

Introduction

Solar process heating systems incorporate a number.of.

solar technologies, and thus the associated environmental and

safety impacts will be of a diverse nature. Ess ntially,

the impacts encountered will stem friom th'e two basic func-

tions of solar concentrating and flat plate systems. This
A

section will examine these impacts, concentrating on the solar

portion of the technoloies. Conventional impacts, such as

those steMming from auxiliary fossil fuel-fired boiler °pr-

ations, will be only briefly addressed.

B. Air Quality

Air quality impact e are =expected to be min last
insofar as the solarportion of the tec6nology is concerned.

Air quality effects which do result will stem fromHthe convention-

al and auxiliarli-equipMent associated primarily with back-up

operation (i.e., conventional fossil fuel-fired auxiliary
0

boilers or hea_ters).

OnSite f o sil fuel-fired backup-unit 'if used, will

Produce the usual combustion-related emissions such as particu-

lates;
,

SO_ NO CO, and hydrocarbons. The impacts of thesexx
emissi ns will vary with tho'si7.e and extent of use of the

backup- uts.themselves, the type of fuel burned (oil or

natu gas will probably be the most common auxiliary fuels

b aus6 of the relatively high Costs associated with coal

b_rning on such a small intermittent scale), and the meteor-

logical conditions at the site:- These impacts,-however, are

t peculiar to the solar system, but are common to fossil

uel-fired operatibns.
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Water Quality

1. Working Fluid Release

a. High Temperature Fluid

Individual process heating' terns may make .use of-various,

heat transfer fluids in association with high temperatute opera -

tions

-

tionsaild-thermal storage. Flutdswhicii are currently-being -con-

sidered for these applications nd which are of concern environ-

mentally include hydrocrabon oiler and various eutectic Or near-

eutetic salt combinations. These fluids Could be released to the

environment and affect local water qUality as a result
-
Of'inten-

tional systeM =flushing operations or accidental leakageeriodic
system flushing would be required in order to replace degraded

fluids or to carry out maintenance.)

The releaserelease o4 these oils or salts could impact the en-
-

vircItment'An anumber of ways. In terms of water-quality,

their release could contaminate local -water supplies, par-

ticularly in. rural areas where groundwater,-untreated,.is

used for drinking supply. Ingestion of contaminated water

would produce Serious: toxic effects.

) Of particular condern are the in rganic nitrates and

nitrites (the sodium and potassium salts). Small, repeated

ingested doses of nitrates deposited in drinking Waterripplies

may lead to weakness, general depression, headache, and mental

impairment. In'the digestive tract of humans and animals, the

nitrates are reduced to nitrites-by some of the common intest-

inal bacteria, particularly the co-i bacillus.
1/

Ingested nitrites can cause a cell respiratory condition

known as cyanosis. Nitrate-nitrogen levels in water ahoy- .8-

ppm can precipitate this illness. The Public Health Ser _re

recOMmends restriction of the daily intake of nitrites in man

to q.4 mg kg body weight. Nitrites can also induce circullting

blood stagnation which results in increased organism oxygen
12/

hunger.
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Perhaps the mot serious effect of nitrite ingestion is

the formatibn of extremely potent carcinogens )known as nitro-
...

samines (formed via,the reaction of nitrites and amines either

in water or in thody). A recent Chinese study, has linked'

the very high esophagus can64,-,r rate in Huribn province with en-

vironmental nitrites, nitrates, and nitrosamines.121

The EPA has established the maximum ,acceptable concentra-

tion of nitxate- nitrogen in raw water used for drinking water
%

supplies at 10 mg/1 while the maximum acceptable concentration

of nitrite-nitrogen in raw water uSed for drin ng water supplies

is 1.0 mg/l. (This level may not be acceptable because of

amine formation implications._

The rele

water qual't

tially ab

of heavy oils could also significantly impact

The EPA has-ttatea that oil'shOuld be "essen-

from raw-water used for drinking water supplies"

since, in anyamount,,oil will result in taste, odor, and appear-

ance changes an y.e- a possible human health hazard.

Proper - chemical management of system flushing operations

should prevent serious impacting of loc water quality.

Certain of,the spent fluids, such as the oils, may be suitable

for reclamation procesSing. It is estimated that from 50-75

percent of degraded oils may be reclaimed using presently

available techniques. These reclamation processes, how67enr--

may result in secondary environmental impacts.

Presently available , ,industrial chemical disposal methods

should prove adequate to h ndle flushed fluids which are not

reclaimable. This robi 71 is farther mitigated by the fact

that flushing.operatiOns are _ected to occur infrequently.

Fluid leakage and/or spillage would be,-an accidental

ocdurrence and is not expected as a result of normal process

I



heating stem operation. Proper and p odic system maintenance

should be adequate.to.prevent major fluid leakages In additiOn,

-chemical management procedures (e.g., containment ponds, dikes)

should be-able-to control spillage and/or leakage. Thus, work-

ing/storage fluid contamination of area water supplies should not

be a major environmental pr9blem if this area o'f concern is give

proper attention during the site develo inent and system operatign.

b. Lower Temperature Water-Based Fluids

Various additives may be -us to control corrosion of the

ransport,.piping, pH levels, and/or biofouling. The release

of these additives'into area streams or grQundwater could have,

significant effects. In addition, certain of these additives may

potentially contaminate rural potable water supplies (discusspd

below). The additives of most concern and their potential im-

pacts are presented here.

Chromates- Both chromate (Cr0
4

) and dichroffiate (Cr-0
7

salts may be used as corrosion inhibitors in transport piping.

Concentrations of chromates in working fluids would be on the order

of 0 -9 qm/1. The EPA maximum acceptable concentration of total

chromium in raw water used for dr-kinking water supplies is 0.05

mg/1.13/ Dilution by a factor o 7,000 would bring the total
04

chromium in the water to the EPA standard, If 10,000 gallons

(37,900 liters) were emptied into a medium sized 10 billion

gallon a= 37.9 billion liter) reservoir, dilution would amclUnt

to a factor otf a million, thus yielding a,level one hundred-

fold below the standard.

Phosphates- Valious phosphate solutions could also h used

corrosion \nhibitors in system working fltlic3s. Phosphorus

is a key ele_ ent in all living organisms. In the protop=lasm of

plants and ani-als it is broken down by cellular metabolism or

the action o, phosphatizing bacteria to dissolved phosphates

(i.e., Caf1P0A).. These dissolved phosphates may be utilized



j

directly in protein synthesis in plants as primary nutrients. 14/

Tnns, the releas6 o rlativel large amounts of phosphates can

generally result in blooms of plankton and algae with consequent

reductthns in dissolved oxygen content from favorable levels of

2 to 3 mg/l. Concentrations are again expected to be small; how-

ever, release of large amounts of working fluids could re-

t in possiblaisce able effects.

Nitrates, Ni T e general toxic effec

and nitrites in -mzuv-and anil s.- and

N
nitrate

tjalcarcinagenic
impacts have been discussed in the sect-on on high temperature
fluids. Typically, the nitrate-nitrog n concentrations in

lakes and other impounded waters tend to be below 0.1 mg/1.172/

This concentration could be exceeded if large distribution sdb-,

systems are flushed in the vicinity of wells and the discharge

is allowed to fhfiltrate to groundWater.

In addition, nitrates, nitrites, and "fixed" (incorporated

into Chemical compounds)-nitrogen in the form of ammonia are

common baaliC nutrients in aquatic ecosystems. The release of

these substances into lakes and rivers cold stimulate floral

growth resulting in the undesirable effects associated with

eutrophication.. The dissolved oxygen content of the water could,

thereby be reduced, with consequent harmful effects to fish.

The concentration- nd thus the impa6ts of these substances are

not expected to be serious, however, due to the volumes necessary

to produce these e_fects at a noticeable level.

Sulfites, Sulfates- Certain sulfate solution such as Sul-

furic acid and sulfide solutions such as sodium sulfide may be

added to -distribution fluids as pH controllers, biocides, and

corrosion inhibitors. The sulfides can be decomposed to hydro-

gen sulfide (H2,, ) by bacteria' action, and the H S iS further

oxidized too sul Eates such as ammonium sulfate,(NH2SO4). 1/ As in

the case of phosphates, nitrites, and nitrates, sulfates are used '414

01(
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by)Rlantsas primary nutrients. Related Rroblems associated with
_-- a -

eutrophipation-oan result. In addition, the release of these
7i

substares could result in increased salinity and pH levels with

possible harmful effects to aquatic.1 fe. The EPA maximum

allow

:

3p concentration of sulfates in fresh water used for

drink l_g water supplies is 250 mg/1, while the maximum -on-

CentratiOn of sulfides for freshwater aquatic life is 0% 902 r

The levels .of concentration:evidenced-in-fluid transport sub-

systems; howeVer, are not expected to.pse-significant problems.

The Intermediate inimum Property Standards for Solar };eating

and Domestic hot -hte stems (publi-shed jointly by 'the

National Bureau of Standards and the Department of Housing and

_Urban Development) offer a series of guidelines for the proper

containment and disposal of released liquid working fluids, 15/

These guidelines are generally in relation to solar space heating,

systems, but they are also applicable in some Cases to process

heating. These guidelines require that:

1. A list of the chemical components of the-heat transfer

medium (i.e., the-working fluid) must be provided in

mg/1._ This list must include any substances which com-

prise more than 0.10% of the medium;

The organic constituents pf .thesegUbstances must have

a fiVe7day biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), using sewage

seed, of at least 70% Qf the theoretical oxygen demand.

This test shall be in conformance with the Standard Methods

for the Exayrcnation of Water and Wastewater, American

Public Health Association (1971); and

3. The concentration of chemical constituents must be comb

pared With the 96 -Hour LC-50 (Lethal Concentrat on)

bioassay value for protection of aquatic life. This com-

parison is to be made in accordance with the Water Quality

Criteria, 1972.
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Further research into Chemical fluid.addi ives is required

in order to assess' their-potential impacts on water quality.-

Adoption of the above Minimum Property Standards (MP )guidelines

ubly local administrative and regulatory authorities 'should insure

that fluids will not seriously impactthe environment;

D. Land U Solid Waste

1. Foregone Uses; of Land

Land use is-an important consideration in solar deployment,

primarily because of the relatively large land areas required

for industrial ap ications. Industrial and agricultural process

heating systems can require collector areas of up to one square

mile- (2.6 million square meters).

Process heating land requirements may thus conflict with all

ternative land uses or area land use plans. T is would be
4

especially true in commercial areas or areas of concentrated

industry such as industrial parks. In such areas, land is

at a premium and thus high in cost with Conflicting claims as
4

to its proper use.

To mitigate. these potential conflicts, planning officials

and the public should be educated on the relativ cost - benefits

and trade-offs between solar and fossil fuel heat generation. The

relative land-intensiveness of solar heating is balanced by a

number of factors. Among thes5 are ly it does not typically gen-

erate the solid wastes associated with fossil fuel-fired power-
*

plants (e.g., ash -) which require on or offsite disposal, 2) solar
t

process heat is-relatively non- Iluting in terma of air, water,

and thermal pollution, and conserves gas and oil for necessary

high tempeia(ure processes. Thus,_a case could be made for tree

benefits outweighing, or at least balancing, the costs in terms of

relative land intensiveness and consequent aislacement of othe

land uses
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Rural agricultural applications present a much smaller, but

not a negligible impact on the availability of farm lands.

2 Backup Unit Residuals

Solar process heating systems may employ onsite fossil fuel-

ed badkup heater units for use during periods when direct solar

_iatiOn is not avail4ble. These units will generate the solid

wastA- (ash) typically associated with fossil fuel-fired equipment.

Such Wastes will require either on or offsite disposal. This pro-

blem is not peculiar-to this approach, but is common to any fossil
fuel-fired system. In addition, this problem is not expected to be

significant owing to the relatively infrequentvand intermittent

use of the backup units and their probable use,ofoil or natural

gas as fuels. 'The combustion of these fuels does not generally

produce solid wastes in the same quantities as coal combustion.

Ecological Imp_q2ts

1. Working, and Storage Fluid Release

As noted above, the various working/storage fluids used

kmay be released into the environment as a result of flushing\

operations or leakage. The high temperAthfluids, mainly hydr6-

carbon oils and eutectic salts; may potentially affect the ambient

ecosystem. This is especially true for the oils, which may suffo-

cate certain organisms by impairing the ability of surface cells to
breathe. The salts appear to be somewhat less of a danger. Their

release can be expected to result in increased soil salinity wnicn

may affect local soil communities. However, the impacts of in-

creased salinity (arid possible pH increase) due to salt solution

release should not be significant owing to the localized-nature

of the emission. Proper containment measures (e.g., retention

dikes) could also help alleviate this problem.

The effect of workin ,-torage fluid release on the eco-

system would be insignificant if receded by the removal of



vegetation and the paving or treating of the collector or helio-

stat field during plant construction. In addition, proper

management and system maintenance should prevent their-impacting

local ecosystems. In this regard, flushed oils could be burneci,

recycled after treatment, or removed from the plant site and

properly disposed of. Salts may be retained in catch basins

until properly-disposed of offsite in chemical dumps.

The impacts of low temperature fluids and additives on water

quality and aquatic life have been discussed above. Low temperature.

transport fluid leakage could also potentially harm local flora

and fauna. Proper containment facilities, such as catch oasins,

snould prevent the release of these fluids from significantly

impacting local ecosystems.

2. Collector Field Impacts

The collector units may produce significant shading effects

which could potentially impact local ecosystems. Numerous

floral and faunal species could Lo attracted to the shaded areas

under these units where they may thrive, thuscreating system

imbalances and/or impediments to collector operation and main-.

tenance personnel. Control of these shaded area microcommunities

through various techniques may prove necessary. Paving or chem-

ical treatment (oil application) for dust control purposes

would eliminate floral growth as would the localized application

of herbicides. In addition, the absence of floral growth and
the presence of maintenance personnel should render the collector
field undesirable as a faunal habitat.

F. Safety Issues

Because of desirability, dependability, and maintenance con-
orations, agricultural and industrial solar system apply ntions

are likely to result in !system designs different from re ntial
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solar system applications. Por industrial facilities with trained

engineers onsite, it is likely that frequent maintenance activities

will be performed if they are needed to ensure dependability. Sys-

tem failure will he less likely, but exposure to maintenance hazards

will be more frequent. The t6inino of plant personnel and their

understanding of potential hazards should offset any increased

potential tot accidents. In addition, industrial systems are

more likely (due to size) to be located at ground level or on

flat roofs, thus eliminating having to work on a slanted roof

tauring construction and maintenance.

COmponents of the solar system may also vary with the specific

type of application. For intermittent applications, as in grain

or torae drying, System components with high weathering durability

but 16w performance durability may prove most ecamomical., Pecu-

liarities of deSign could result, it cannot, therefere, be

assumr-d that demonstran of the environmental acceptability bf

residenLislILemS will ensure that industrial systems will be

equally acceptaule.

l. Contamination of PrOcluoLL-1

A specific concern, dis t netive to the industrial and agricul-

tural process Pea Ling use of solar energy, is the- potential

contaminriti on of the commodities being heated. Whereas convention-

al procoss heating is based on gas, oil, or coal-fired furnaces

or boilers operating at very high temperatures, the solar system is

likely to operte at minimum necessary temperatures as low as 100-

150°P (38-65°C). Such conditions for air-and water-based working

fluids and storage media are conducive to the growth of fungi

and bacteria not normally encountered in fossil fuel-fired

P eating. In the direct heating of products such as grain, tobacco,
,

anci food goods wiAil solar-heaLed 'air, there is a potential for

contaminatLon which doutd 'end to the spoilage of the product or

the eposure of product-, consumers to these organisms. Bacterial



fungal growths can be avoided through the use of biocides and/or

the periodic flushing or cle ring of the stbrage and working

fluid equipment.

The use of biocides is related to a second area of potential'

contamination - that of chemical contamination of products. Solar

heating systems utilize a variety of-previously mentioned chemicals

as working fluids, working fluid additives, and storage media.

As mentioned in the discussions of potential water pollution,

these substances can be harmful to livestock and humans consuming

solar-heated or' dried-food prodUcts In addition, 'nOnfoodproducts
0

such as textiles can be soiled or degraded. Contamination due to

chemical exposure would only ()cede in the event of accidental'

spillage, leakage, or carry-ovir,of materials into the process heat-

ing area. Such accidents can be avoided through the use of indirect

heating (secondary work fluid systems) and/or through the carel-

fui monitoring of working fluid processing area ai* or water

quality, and the product itself. In addition, specific research is

underway to develop heating systems and components which are

nontoxic and unlikely to cause contamination.

2 Working, Fluids: Safety and Handling

The compoundsot concern in the eutectic salt mixtures are
r,

primarily the nitrite and nitrate salts of so1Lum or potassium.

Their potential hazards are not encountered under normal opera

Lion, but under certain adverse conditions they can contribute

Synergistic effects to combustible materials in the event of a

fire, increasing flammability and intensity. When exposed to
_n_ otemperatures above 716 (380 C), sodium nitrate (NaNO3) will

decompose, releasing oxygen and forming sodium nitrite (NaNO2)

which will alsodecompose at high temperatures. At greater-temp-

eratures' Hound 1832°F (1000°Cd or when subjected to extreme

shock, closed containers of substances can rupture or explode. L/

These molten salt mixtures will not, under normal operation,

be exposed to conc will cause t-heir decomposition.
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Their potential hazardous qualities, however, are manifested in their

release of oxygen upon decomposition encountered under adverse cn-'

dition. In a worst-case example, Amay be postulated that these

nitrate compounds could become exposed to extremely high tempera-.

tures, as during a fire, rupture their containers, and fuel the

intensity of an existing fire with oxygen (from decomposition).

In relation to oxidizing properties, sodium nitrate and sodium

nitrite behave similarly (the potassium nitrate /nitrite analogs

are similar to the sodium compounds and therefOr9, need n4 be

discuSsed). When accompanied by combustible materials, NaNO3
.

andNaNO,
2
pose a severe fire hazard. Generally,cnitrate-flammable

mixtures require an ignition source before they burn; however,

once ignition occu7-, violently rapid combustion
16/

even explosion. Indeed, sodium filtrate is such a powerful

oxidizer (or oxygen-carrier for reactions) that it is used in

straight dynamite. Fire problem_ are further Compounded by

the release of nitrogen oxides accompanying the decomposition

of the nitrates and nitrites. These oxides are toxic, -and self-

contained oxygen gear must be worn when fighting a nitrate - nitrites

induced fire.

Storage and handling of NaNO3 and NaNO2 must also be done

with prudence as they are hygroscopic compounds which absorb

moisture eitIler from the alr or material they contact, thereby

increasing the potential :for combustion. Again, proper handling,

practices are well- documented and, under these. conditions, NaNO3

and NaNn- are safe.are

Hydrocarbon oils can also pose a potential fire or burn haza

At temperatures of approximately 356°F (180°C) the oil vapors will

combust if exposed to a'ir (this is known as the "Flash Point"

The "Fire Point," at which the liquid oil itsel± will combust, is

typically at temperatures of approximately 381°F (194
o
C).

17/ These

hydrocarbon oils also represent a hot medium and will cause severe

burns if they come in contact with the skin.
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Under normal operating conditions, heated hydrocarbon oils

will not be exposed to air and thus combustion should not occur.

Proper s stem maintenance should prove., adequate to control pos-

sible leaks of heated oil which could sult in oil fires. In

addition, proper handling and protective gear shoul&prevent

serious burns. The hydrocarbon oils being considered for proces

heating applications are not new, but rather have been in indws-

trial use for quite some time. Thus, fire and burn safety pro-
,

cedures and proper handling techniques are generally well under-

stood and thus fairly easily employed at solar installaticliS.

Worker 3afet

Because solar energy, s stems will comprise fairly sophis-

ticated technologies, professional engineering support will be

requi'red of the operator. Thus the potential for accidents

due to inexperience or lack of understanding will be lessened.

However, education of the work force concerned as to the potential

safety hazards of solar process systenis should be undertaken to

inure safe operation and minimize accidents or injuri'es.

G. Esthetics

The visual offQcts of solar process heating will vary greatly,

dependimTupon their specific uses. The greatest visual impact

will be the collector and storage system. Both will present a

unique and unfamiliar appear6L'ilce. In industrial areas, the plant

will generally it in well, appearing as an industrial installa-

Lion of some sort. fn residential or rural areas, however, the

plant will contrast markedly with surrounding scenery



SECTION TV

NEPA DOCUMENT WORK PLAN AND

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH PROJECTS

A. Introduction

The purpo. se of this section is to lay olA a preliminary

Girt work plan:for environmental analysis of tne solar process

heating system concepts under development by the Energy Research

and Development Administration. It addresses the preparation of

Environmental Development Plans, Environmental Impact Assessments,

and Environmental Impact Statements as well as the conduct of

basic and applied research supportive of developing a better'und-r-

standing of the environmental attributes of solar process heating.

IhleWork -scheduled in this report should not be construed as

official plans of, either the Division of Solar Energy or of ERDA

as a,whole. The work shown is that identified by the contractor.

Many of the pr;ejects identified_and outlined in S ction D can be

carried on outside of ERDA and can be handled in a variety c;f. ways.

The scheduled work does not take into account breakthroughs or

findings which may allow for significant reductions in effort or

expansio ,ind it may not reflect specific work already underway

in the p .ic or priva dctors.

Description of NEPA Documents

1. Background

The National -Environmental Policy Art of 1969 (NEPA) imple-

mented by E eoutive Order on March 5, 1970, and the guidelines of

the Council on Environmental Quality of August 1, 1973, require

that all agencies of,tho Federal government prepare detailed en-

vironmental statements on major Federal actions significantly
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affecting the qMelity of the human environment. The objective of

NEPA is to build into the Federal agency decision-making process,

at thb earliest possible point, an appropriate and careful con-

e.ideration- of all environment:01 aspects of a proposed action in

order that'a_verso/environmental effects may be avoided or minimized.

In carrying out this mandate, each agency of the overninent

has set out a policy and procedures for implementing these re-

quirments. The ERDA currently operates under official guidelines

originally established by and for the now defunct'Atomic Energy

CumHission. In an effort to update and reorient the guidelines

tc et ERDAIS need, alternaive guidelines are now being prepared

within ERDA.

Although the proposed revisions have yet to be finalized or

adopted, because the proposed changes are so extensive and this

document is to serve as an input to a future agency planning effort

for purposes of this analysis the most recent proposed revision

(November 1, 1976) has been used to represent the future official

guidelines. The discussion of NEPA report requirements and recom-

mended work schedule is predicated on the guidance provided in

the November 1 draft revision.

The backbone of ERDA 's NEPA compliance program is the prepar-

ation and review (by -ehe agency and the public) of documents ad-

dressing the environmental aspects of programs and projects of

the agency. Three types of documents are particularly important.

These Are Environmental Development Plans (EDP's), Environmental

Impact Assessments (FIA's), and Environmental Impact Statements-

(EIS's). Each is described below.

2. Environmental Developmen Lans,

-An EnvirOnmenta Development Plan- (EDP) is the basic ERDA

mitnagement document foX the planning, buidgeting, managing, and re-

viewing of the broad em\ironmental implications for each energy
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technology alternative for each major ERDA research, development,

and demonstration and commercialization program. The EDP is

designed to identify environmental issues, problems, and concerns

as early as po*-)si e during the program's development, to analyze

the .available data and assess the current state of knowledge re=

lated to each issue', problem and concern, to set forth strategles

resolve these, to sot forth the processes by which the public

is involved in identi- at on and resolution of tHese issues,

problems, and concerns, 'and to designate significant milestones

for resolution of these issues, problems, and concerns. The timing

of the EDP 's milestones reflects the sequening of the technology

development. The EDP' s, once completed, are made available to the

public.

3. Environmental Lmpact-Assessments

An Environmental impact Assessment (EIA) is a written report

prepared by an PPDA program office, which evaluates the environ-

mental imPacts nf proposed ERDA actions to assure that environ-

mental values, are considered at the earliest meaningful point in

the decision-making process and, based upon the evaluation, it

determines whether r not en environmental impact statement should

be prepared. The 1-11, is intended to be a brief, factual, and

objective document des-1Yribing the propned action, the environment

which may 1-30- impacted, Ltic potential. or impacts during

construction, oneIations, and site restoration, potential conflicts

with.Federal, StAte, reional, or local plans, and the environmental

imnlications ot alternatives.

4. Environmental mpant Statements

Ah Environment:11 Impact Statement (EIS) is a document prepared
at the earliest measinalui point in the decision-making Process

which analyzes the anticipated environmental macts of proposed

ERDA 'actions and of reasonably avai]ablc! alternatives. It reflects

responSd_blepueli!c and governmental views and concernS.' FITS'
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are prepared in response to plans in the program EDP or after the

review of an ETA which identifies potentially significant impacts.

The'EIS 'goes throtlqh a specific preparation process involving

agency and public review.

The EIS goes through our steps during its preparation. The

preliminary draft is reviewed within ERDA; the draft is distributed

to the public for review and comment; the preliminary final in-
.

corporating comments submitted to ERDA in response to the draft is

reviewed within ERDA; and, the final EIS is issued- reflecting the

agency's final review and deliberations. This final EIS is then

officially filed with the Council on Environmental Quality and

distributed to the public. Except.in special cases, no .ERDA action

subject to EIS preparation can be taken sooner than 30 days after the

final EIS has been issued.

EIS's can De prepared covering programs, projects, or the use

ERDA- facilities. In each case the document must reflect the

utilization

insure the

systematic interdisciplinary approach which will

tegrated use of the natural and social sciences and

ti environmental de n arts.

Contents of the rc42or cover a description of the proposed

action and alternatives, a description of the existinT-environment,

an analysis of environmen al impacts of the proposed action and

its alternatives, and a _ecifie review of the unavoidable adverse

effects, resource use, land use implications, and the environmental

trade-offs represented by the proposed action and the alternatives.

NEPA Document Work Plan

Figure IV-1 presents an environmental work schedule for various,

solar process heating project Also included is a schedule for

various research proiecL1-i whJch ire proposed- below.r



FIGURE IV-1

AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL PROCESS HEAT ENVIRONMENTAL WORK SCHEDULE

CALENDAR YEAR

WORK ELEMENT 1976 1977HIH
mr17

1978

4.

1979

-1

1980

I

1981

III,

NEPA DOCUMENTS

Environmental Development Plan
.

Programmatic EIA/EIS

Project EIA/EIANone

RESEARCH PROJECTS
t\

(1) Land UT Analysis

(2) Working Fluids Toxicity Study

(3) Waste Disposal Evaluation

(4) Safety Study

t

I
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D. Research and 1)evelopniont Projects

Through the preparation of EEA's environmental survey of the

ENDA solar process heating program, a wide range of environmental

issues wece identified which could not be adequately analyzed

within the context oC this study due to the complexity of the

problems, the general lack of necessary research data, and t e

level of effort- and schedule of the BEA stud. This section

iUentifies specific follow-up-research projects which the tEA

St--ft felt were critical to tiia understanding of the environ-

mental consequences of large-scale deployment of solar heating

systems and wnrcn are not likely to be specifically or adequately

addressed solely in the preparation of NEPA documents. Many

oLner roearca projects-were identified during ELA's stuuy. This

list represents a condensation and trininiinq down of draft lists

to iore projects which are Lelt to be of greatest imlibrtance

to the advancement oF sollt process heating use and the associ-

a trio uecision-making process within the Federal gpvernment. Be-

cause process heating involves the application of technologies
dged lon e neaffing and cooling and thermal electric systems,

some f therojects identified helnw are intended to produce

data :useful in as,-;ussird t*Iese as well as process heating impacts.

kval-uatlOn for Candidate Sites

Warklnd with i!AA)A persanne- and rcsarchers, identify

specific siting locations representative of major deploy-

ment or the process heating methods;

Estimate and imap out the specific land use requirements

of the faci,lii; dt tach site; and

fdenti,-y currL..nL and Lr(i-jecLod (J990) land use or land

Ii; e atternaiives siLe and evaluate the economic

and sociaL impaA 5v use of the sites For solar

pruces.-;



2. Liquid IA/Or-king Fluid Additives Toxicity/Contamination Analysis

Survey allivorking fluid additives to.identify-chemical

compositiorr d range of concentrations likely to be found

in water-based working flufd,,and reason for using additive;

Analyze various paths for entry of working fluid into the

groundwater and/or-the individual domestic water supply

and estimate possible concentrations in the drinking

ater supply;

;Review effects information to determine type (if effect and

severity''-- f single or multiple doses incurred prior to

detection of the leak (due to water taste or system failure)

For those contaminants which present a risk, evaluate con-

trol strateijies, which might include:

taste or color indicators of a leak;

a leak detection system;

redesign to prevent leaks from occurring; and

elimination of additive or use of an alternative

additive.

3. Soid and Liquid Waste Disposal

Analyze aternatiye methods for treatment and disposal

of used storage salts and Working fluid removed from

the heating systems/during maintenance or repair; and

For each aPprqach imate cost, labor required, and the

net environmental tppact and whether regulatory or financial---
incentives will be needed to insure adequate implementation.

4. . Labor Training and Safety

Characterize the existing lAbor force (size, training,

location, union structure) of the process heating sys-

tem installafion and maintenance='! industrles7

and



ine how the labor requirements for solar process

heati_g installation' will cha5ge (shift, expand) the

current labor force in this area;

Examine the skill requirements and worker safety _
cautions necessary for solar, process heat installation

and the effectiveness of various learning methods in
,

conveying this knowledge to current members of the

process heating labor force or to new members of this

labor force 4 and

Given the projected growth of solar process heating,

assess-the likelihood of having an adequately trained

and protedted labor force and if appropriate examine

alternative mechanisms available to the Federal govern-

ment to insure that a sufficiently trained labor force

will develop.
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